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beaches! 28th of August! We have announced our next crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo. This time it is
about opening up a new location, not bringing a new product. We are opening up a restaurant at Zvezda Beach,

Costa Brava. Which we (myself and my partners) have long dreamt of, and we are going to fulfil it! We’ve
always been in love with cooking, baking and eating, and we have long been dreaming about our own restaurant,
so, in a way, this is our victory, achievement. It is a realisation of a dream that turned into a reality, and it is the

result of the hard work we did and of our determination. 3 restaurants, 12 employees and a whole team of people
who want to see more space and more happiness in their lives. We have taken a lot of time to set our sights on
Zvezda, a fantastic location with excellent potential. We also have the opportunity to build our own future, to

design and build a place where customers are immersed in pleasure: their experience, their food, drinks and all
of the small details of our new establishment. We will work very carefully to continue our traditions and values,

to keep up the standards of excellence that we inherited from our mother restaurant and to include new
innovative ideas, though in a respectful and modern way. We will cook with our heart, but we will serve with our

heads!Jobs Aquatics Instructor Jobs on Careerjet The Aquatics Instructor provides instructive and engaging
programming to young swimmers and divers in the instruction of Personal Water Skills (PWS), such as

advanced breath holding, diving, open water swimming, surface swimming, snorkeling and water toy usage.
These courses are taught in a supportive, fun environment, and are led by our staff of National Certified

Aquatics instructors. Responsibilities include providing clear communication, encouragement, and support to
participants. • Ensuring that the process is conducted in a safe, supportive, and professional manner. • Creating a

friendly and welcoming environment. Requirements: • A Master's or Bachelor's degree in a related field. • 2
years or more of teaching experience.
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